ASSEMBLY ASKS MIKE ALBERT’S RESTATEMENT

GA votes 34-12 for end of Discipline Committee and ‘political punishments’

By Alex Makowski

The General Assembly Tuesday night overwhelmingly passed a proposal condemning the re- 

Assemblment of Albert as an act of political oppression and demanded:

1) the immediate reinstate-

2) the resuming of past “po- 

3) the dissolving of the fac-

The 34-13 vote marked the project of the burning of a bus by students to be paneled on the open side.

Mike Albert’s bus was purchased on the basis that he would be where it should, when it should.” The bus was purchased from MIT and was to be used for student groups to follow its lead and put used buses to good use. The bus is to be paneled on the open side.

“Half a bus is better than no bus at all” may become the new slogan for the bus movement. “Continuing News Service” promises that this will be “one bus that will always be where it should, when it should.”
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